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Abstract 
We characterize unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra in terms of their injective 
resolutions. A module of type n is an unstable module admitting an injective resolution whose 
first n + 1 terms are reduced injective. The class of modules of type 2 contains the Dickson 
algebras and various rings of invariants. 
1. Introduction 
Let d denote the (mod 2) Steenrod algebra. The category of unstable modules % is 
abelian and has enough injectives. The injective unstable modules are divided into two 
classes: The reduced injective modules and the nilpotent injective modules. A reduced 
injective module is a direct sum of direct factors of polynomial algebras. Injective 
modules which are not of this type are nilpotent. For any positive integer n, an 
unstable module M is said to be of type n if A4 admits an injective resolution such that 
the first n + 1 terms are reduced injective. Modules of type n can be characterized 
by the vanishing of various derived functors in 42. Let M be an unstable module, 
then M is of type n if and only if Ext&(N, M) = 0 for 0 I i 2 n and for all nilpotent 
modules N. 
An unstable module M is said to be nilpotent if the top squaring operation acts 
nilpotently on M. More precisely, for every element x there exists a positive integer 
r such that (Sq,)‘x = 0, where the operation Sqi: M -+ M is the linear map Sq,(x) = 
Sql”l~ ix. M is said to be reduced if M has no nontrivial nilpotent unstable submodule, 
or equivalently, for any element x E M, Sq,x = 0 if and only if x = 0. If furthermore, 
Sqix = 0 if and only if x = 0 or x = Sq,y for some ye M, then M is said to be 
nilclosed. Modules of type 0 and 1 are precisely the reduced modules and the nilclosed 
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modules respectively. In Section 3, we give a complete characterization of modules of 
type II I 2 in terms of Steenrod operations. 
Theorem 1.1. An unstable module is of type 2 ifand only ifM is nilclosed and Ker(Sq,) 
is precisely the vector subspace spanned by (Sqi)M and Sq, M. 
Examples of modules of type 2 are given in Section 4. Among them are the 
cohomology rings H*(BO(n); Z/2) and H*(BS0(2n - 1); Z/2) and various rings of 
invariants including the Dickson algebra. In our future work we intend to apply our 
classification of unstable modules to the computation of the Mac Lane cohomology in 
a/Jlr;e. 
We would like to thank S. Zarati for his interest and numerous correspondence on 
this problem, J. Lannes for the prove of Lemma 3.4 and the idea of using cohomology 
of finite groups in Section 4, and also L. Schwartz for his suggestion and his example 
of an unstable module of type cc. The second author wishes to thank Nick Kuhn, 
Stewart Priddy and L. Smith for their valuable suggestions. The example of families of 
unstable modules of type co is due to Nick Kuhn. She also would like to thank the 
Sonderforschungsbereichs Geometrie und Analysis 170, George Augus Universitat 
and the Department of Mathematics at Northwestern University for their hospitality. 
2. Unstable modules of type n 
Definition 2.1. Let M be an unstable module. An element x of M is said to be nilpotent 
if (Sq,)‘(x) = 0 for some positive integer r, where (Sq,,)’ = Sq, . ..Sq., Y times and 
where, for i 2 0, Sqi denotes the linear map Sq, : M + M, Sqi(x) = Sql"l - ‘x. M is said 
to be nilpotent if every element of M is nilpotent. M is said to be reduced if 
Horn&N, M) = 0 for every nilpotent module N and M is said to be nilclosed if 
Ext&(N, M) = 0 for i = 0,l and for every nilpotent module N. 
In [S], Lannes and Zarati showed that an unstable module M is reduced if and only 
if Sq, : M -+ M is an injective linear map. They also showed that M is nilclosed if and 
only if M is reduced and for any element x # 0, Sq,x = 0 if and only if x = Sq, y for 
some element y of M. In [4], Lannes and Schwartz proved that a reduced @-injective 
module is a direct sum of indecomposable direct factors of the mod 2 cohomology of 
an elementary abelian 2-group I’, which will be denoted by H*(BV) or sometimes 
P(V) or IF,[xl,..., x,] to emphasize the fact that it is a polynomial ring on V with 
a choice of basis xi, . . . , x, for I’. 
Definition 2.2. For any integer 0 5 n 2 co, an unstable &‘-module M is said to be of 
type n if there exists a UZd-injective resolution of M, 
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such that Ii is reduced q-injective for i I n. Let %!, denote the full subcategory of 
% whose objects are of type n. 
Examples of modules of type infinity. (1) It is clear that any reduced a-injective is of 
type so. 
(2) An example suggested by Lionel Schwartz is the following. The module L(2) has 
a set of basis consisting of polynomials of the form u’oj + ujui for i # j and i + j 2 4. 
Let W denote an ideal in [F2 [x, y, z, t] generated by the monomial xyzt. W is clearly 
a direct factor of IF, [x, y, z, t] hence it is reduced injective. We will construct a non- 
split surjective d-linear map 4: W + L(2), the kernel of which is then an unstable 
module of type co which is not injective. Let 9: W --, lF2[u, u] be a map defined by 
v]( f(x, y, z, t)) =f(u, u, u, u) +f(u, v, u, u). ‘1 is clearly &-linear. The image of ye is the 
unstable submodule M c IF2[u, u] spanned by elements of the form uiuj + uju’ = 
q(xjy’-j-‘ztj) assuming i > j. q does not split, since the only element of degree 4 in 
W is xyzt, which cannot be in L(2), e.g. (Sq4 + Sq3Sq’)(xyzt) # 0 while 
(Sq4 + Sq3Sq1)(u3v + uu3) = 0, where ~(xyzt) = u3u + uu3. Furthermore, L(2) is 
a direct summand as unstable submodule of M. We therefore have a nonsplit 
surjective &‘-linear map 4: W+ L(2). This example serves as a counter example for 
the conjecture that any surjective d-linear map H*(V) + H*(W) splits. 
(3) Recall that the reduced indecomposable injective modules are indexed by 
2-regular partitions. Let I(A) be an indecomposable reduced injective module corres- 
ponding to a 2-regular partition A, which is not an injective envelope of F(n) for any n. 
This happens when A is not a diagram of node n, denoted by (n). Let J(A) be the 
injective envelope of the projective cover of I(A). We have an d-linear epimorphism 
J(A) ++ I(A) by the injectivity of I(A). J(A) is the sum of injectives of the form J(n). 
Since A # (n), there is no non-trivial monomorphism I(A)+ J(A) and hence the 
epimorphism does not split. Let M(A) be the kernel of this epimorphism. For any 
partitions A 1, . . . , A, which are not of the form (n) for any n, M(A,) @ ... @ M(A,) is of 
type infinity. Using the results of [2], N. Kuhn can show that such a module has 
injective dimension precisely s. 
Proposition 2.3. For any unstable module M, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M is of type n, n 2 0. 
(2) Exti(N, M) = 0 for any NE &‘2’/ and 0 I i I n. 
Proof. First assume M is of type n with minimal injective resolution I,. By definition, 
Ext&(N, M) = H’(Hom%(N, I,)). However, Horn&N, Ii) = 0 for each 0 I i I n, since 
Ii is reduced. Conversely, for any nilpotent module N and any cosyzygy Cj of M, 
Ext&(N, M) = Ext&-,-j’ (N, Cj) = 0 for 0 I j 2 i < n. Condition for nilclose property 
implies immediately that Ii is reduced for 0 5 i I n. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let 0 + M’ + M + M” -+ 0 be a short exact sequence of unstable 
modules. Then: 
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(1) If M’ and M” are of type n, then M is of type n. 
(2) If M is of type n then M’ is of type n if and only if M” is of type n - 1. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let ME @‘&, and NE ax, then M @ NE %k where k = min(n, m). 
Proof. For any reduced injective L, L @ M is of type n. This follows easily from the 
fact [S] that the tensor product of reduced injectives is again reduced injective and the 
fact that tensor is an exact functor. Assume n I m. We will prove by inuction on n that 
M @ N is of type n. Since aI is closed under tensor product, it is true for n = 1. 
Assume true for n = i - 1. Let M be of type i, consider the short exact sequence 
0 -+ M ---f L -+ M’ + 0, with L reduced injective, which exists because M is nilclosed. 
By Corollary 2.4 M’ is of type i - 1. Tensoring with N we have 0 + M @ N--t L 0 
N -+ M’ @ N -+ 0. The second and the third terms are of type n and i - 1 respectively. 
Again by Corollary 2.4 M @ N is of type i. q 
An d-linear map f: M, + Ml, Mi E%, i = 1,2, is an F-isomorphism if ker fe JV~/ 
and coker fe Nid. As a consequence of Proposition 2.3 we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.6. Let f: M, + Mz be an F-isomorphism. Then thefollowing properties are 
equivalent. 
(1) M is of type n. 
(2) The induced maps f i: Ext&(M,, M) --t Ext&(M,, M) is bijective for i < n, and 
injective for i = n. 
Proof. Assume ME’&. Let Nr, N2 and C be the kernel, cokernel and image of 
f respectively. The long exact sequence obtained from applying Horn&(-, M) to the 
short exact sequence 0 ---f N, -+ A + C + 0 is 
. ..+Ext.(C,M)+Ext&(A,M)+Ext&(N,,M)+... 
Nr being nilpotent implies Exth(A, M) z Ext&C, M) for 0 5 i 5 n. Similarly, using 
the short exact sequence 0 + C -+ B + N2 --f 0 we have Ext&(A, M) E Ext&(C, M) 2 
Ext&(B, M) for 0 I i < n, and Ext&(B, M) =+ Ext&(C, M) E Ext$(A, M). Conversely, 
if N is nilpotent, the map f: 0 --+ N is an F-isomorphism. Hence Ext&(N, M) = 0 for 
0 4 i I n. So be Proposition 2.3 M is of type n. 0 
To give other characterization of a,,, we need some notations and definitions. Let 
@ be the double functor which associates to ME% the unstable d-module @M 
defined as follows: 
(@M)” = 
M”‘*, if n = 1 (mod 2) 
and o 
otherwise, 
Sq’@x = @Sq’/*x, XE M, 
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where a/2 = 0 if a f 1 (mod 2). We denote by C : 42 + 42 the suspension functor by 
0 (resp. f), the right adjoint of @ (resp. C) and by R’& (resp. R’f) the derived functor 
of 6 (resp. c”). There is a natural exact sequence [7], 
o+ @F(m + 1): F(m + l)+ CF(m)+ 0. (1) 
Proposition 2.7. Let M be an unstable &‘-module. Then for any n 2 1, the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) ME+&. 
(b) 6(M) z M and R’&(M) = Ofor 1 I i < n. 
(c) R’f(M) = Ofor every 0 I i I n. 
Proof. By definition, R’&M and R’C”M in degree m are Ext&(@F(m), M) and 
Ext&CF(m), M) respectively. Applying Horn&, M) to (1) we get 
and that Ext&(@iF(m), M) F Ext$ ’ (CF(m), M). Hence (b) and (c) are equivalent. The 
map /1 in (1) is an F-isomorphism, hence by Corollary 2.6(2), (a) 3 (b). Now assume 
M satisfies (b). 6 is left exact and hence R ‘6L = 0 for any injective unstable module L. 
LetK,+K,+K,+... be a minimal injective resolution of M. Since M is nilclosed, 
K0 is reduced. Let Ci be the ith cozyzygy. Apply 6 to the short exact sequences 
0 + Ci + Ki + Cc+ 1 -+O,puttingM=CO.Weget,~C,~CC,andR’&,~Ri+’~M 
for i 2 1. Hence, by induction, Ci satisfies condition (b) with n replaced by n - i. 
Moreover, this implies that Ci, and hence Ki, is reduced for i I n. 0 
Remark. By definition, Ext&(@F(j), M) g R’s(M)’ for all i,j 2 0. Hence ME%~ 
if and only if for all j 2 0, Ext&(@F( j), M) = 0 for 0 < i < n and 
Hom&(@F( j), M) = Mj. For each k > 0, let F(k), be the minimal projective resolu- 
tion of @F’(k). Each F(k)a is a finite sum of F(i) for some i’s, and each differential is 
a matrix whose entries are elements of d. We can then, write Horn&F(k),, M) as 
a cocomplex of vector spaces, consisting of M i, with the same differential, and R * 6M 
is the cohomology of this cocomplex. Hence, in theory, Proposition 2.7(b) provides 
a way to completely characterize Gn in terms of Steenrod operations. That is, if one 
knows the first n terms of F(k), for all k. However, this proved to be quite a difficult 
task. Nevertheless, if one knows F(k), even for a single k, one may obtain a useful 
criterion for an unstable module to be of type n, even for k = 1, which we have. 
Proposition 2.8. If ME a,,!,, then M is Sq l-acyclic in degree 2 n + 1. In particular, 
reduced injective modules are square 1 acyclic in each degree. 
Proof. 
. . . + F(i) + sql F(j _ 1) sq’ -...S9’F(l)+ZE/2+0 
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is the minimal projective resolution. Applying Horn+, M) to this resolution one gets 
a complex vector spaces, J%‘* = M1 sq’ M 2 %’ - .... Therefore, if ME%,, then 
Ext&(CZ’/2, M) = H*(_&$) = 0 for 0 I I’ I n by Proposition 2.3(2). 0 
Examples. Let V be an 1F, vectorspace of rank 2 and let H*(B V) r F2 [u, a] denote 
its lFZ cohomology ring. The full ring of invariants is known to be, 
D(2) = H*(BV)oL’V’ Z [F,[w,,w,], where w2 = u2 + uu + a* and wj = uu(u + u). 
D(2) fails to be Sq ‘-acyclic in degree 4, since WI is not in the image of Sq ’ while 
Sq ’ wz = 0. Hence, D(2) cannot be in Q3. Later we will show that D(2) is precisely of 
type 2. 
3. Steenrod operations on modules of type n 
The type n property of unstable modules depends intimately on the Steenrod 
operations. In this section we will show that, at least for small n, n = 0, 1 and 2, the 
type n property is encoded in the kernel of the linear map Sqi for 0 < i I n. Recall that, 
a module ME 9&, if and only if it is reduced. The following proposition is immediate. 
Proposition 3.1. An unstable module M is of type 0 if and only if for each x E M, 
Sq,(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
As shown in [3], every reduced injective module is a direct sum of direct factors of 
H *(BV), hence by Cartan’s formula, any element in a reduced injective module is 
annihilated by Sq, if and only if it is zero. So, a0 is in some sense an “Sq, 
approximation” of em,. For n = 1, it is clear that an unstable module M E$?!~ if and 
only if M is nilclosed. We have the following characterization of modules of type 1, 
whose proof will be given in the sequel. 
Proposition 3.2 (Compare with [l], [S] and [ll].) An unstable module M is oftype 1 if 
and only if M is reduced and for each x E M, Sq,(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0 or 
x = SqO(y)for some ye M. 
As in the case of 9!&, using Cartan’s formula one can easily deduce that any element 
of a reduced injective module satisfies the condition in Proposition 3.2. So, ui%, may be 
thought of as an “Sq I approximation” of aZ. We will now show that there is a similar 
characterization for ‘%d2. 
Definition 3.3. An &‘-linear map of unstable modules f: M + N is said to be Sq,- 
closed if for any x E M,f(x) = Sq,,(y) for some y E N if and only if x = Sq,(z) for some 
ZEM. 
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In particular, for any module A4 of type 1, the injective hull M LS K is Sq,-closed. 
Before stating the main theorem of this section we need the following two lemmas 
suggested by Lannes. 
Lemma 3.4. Let H* = [F2[u1, . . . . ud] denote the mod2 cohomology of an elementary 
ahelian 2-group of rank d. Then: 
.for 1 I i I d and n 2 0. 
Proof. Let x = u~‘...u? be a monomial in H, 
aSq,x 
~ = $ jgo Sqj(U:““zii”‘Ud?“)Sqn-jUx’ 
aui 
= i sqj(u~'...z;i...u,"") nTj 2&?- 
j=O ( )z 
= jiO Sqj(u:~...Lii...ua~(n~ j)(n - j)uyJP”+j- 
= sq,_, & l$...u~, 
( .) 
where (u;’ ...tii... up) denotes the monomial UT’ ...z.$:-i u~~+i . ..I$. More generally, we 
have the following formula, 
ak 
aujl .au,x %, = %-kau, i;*au . q II Ik 
The following formula for any monomial x E H* is also useful: 
sq,x = i ui g 2, 
i=l ( *) 
(2) 
Lemma 3.5. Let K be u reduced injective module. For i = 0, 1,2 consider the linear maps 
Sqi : K + K. Then 
(i) Ker(Sq,) = 0, 
(ii) Ker(Sq, 1 = (Sq& >, 
(iii) Ker(Sq,) = (Sq, K, (SqO)’ K >. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the special case K = Hd. (i) follows from the Cartan 
relation, Sq,(x) = x2, hence Sq,(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0. (ii) If Sq, (x) = 0 then, 
from (2) 8x/&i = 0 for each i, hence x must be a square. (iii) First, assume x is of even 
degree. Sq,x = 0 implies Sq' Sqzx = Sq, x = 0 hence by (ii) x = Sq, y for some y. 
However, Sq,x = Sq,Sq,y = Sq,Sq, y = 0. Hence Sq, y = 0 and we have y = Sq,z 





Applying (i) to the second equality we get 8x/&, = zz for some zi6 Hd. Hence 
x=c,“=, Ui(zi)‘. Comparing this last result with the left-hand side of (2) we see that 
(iii) is true if the vector Z = (zi, . . . . zd) is a gradient, i.e. Zi = dy/du, for each 1 I i I d 
and some fixed polynomial y. In mod 2 calculus, i is a gradient implies both ax Z and 
b-z = 0. Conversely, if Px Z = 0 and azi/17ui = 0 for 1 I i I d then Z is a gradient. So 
we need to show 
for i fj, 
otherwise. 
To show this, consider 
Hence If= 1 ni Sq, zi = 0. Denote this sum by S. Applying (2) to S we get 
s= i 
j.i= 1 




This implies the first part of (4). Substituting this into (5) we obtain the second part. 
Hence Z = oy and x = Sq, y. 0 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. (1) 3 (2) Since ME aI, M E%$ by definition, and there 
exists a short exact sequence 
O-+M+K-+C+O (6) 
such that K is reduced injective and C is reduced. Let 0 # XE M be an element such 
that Sq,(x) = 0. Then SqO(ix) = OEK. By Lemma 3.5, there exists kEK such that 
ix = Sq, k. Therefore, its image c E C satisfies Sq,c = 0. However, c must be zero since 
CEU~L, by Corollary 2.4. Hence, we have x ~Irn(Sq,). 
(2) -G= (1) Ker Sq, = 0 in M implies ME?&, hence we have a short exact sequence 
(6) with K reduced injective. By Corollary 2.4, M E %YI if and only if C E aO. Let c be an 
element in C represented by some k E K. If Sq, c = 0, then Sq, k = i(x) for some x E M. 
Hence Sq, Sq, k = 0 = i Sq, (x). However, the hypothesis on M implies that x is an 
image of Sq,. Therefore, Sq, k = i(x) = SqO(iy) which gives k = iy for some y E M, and 
hence c = 0, which further implies C E !&,. 0 
Theorem 3.6. The following statements are equivalent for any unstable module M. 
(1) ME@~. 
(2) There exists a reduced injective module K and an Sq, and Sq,-closed injective 
d-linear map i: M -+ K. 
(3) There exists a reduced injective module K and an injective d-linear map i : M + K 
suck that for j = 1,2, the induced map i: QjM + QjK is injective. 
(4) M is nilclosed and the subspace Ker(Sq,) is precisely the vector space spanned by 
(Sq,)‘M and Sq, M. 
Proof. (2) + (1) The coker(i) is of type 1 by Proposition 3.2, hence M is of type 2 by 
Proposition 2.4. (1) + (2) Assume ME %Yz. Hence ME aI and there is an injective 
&‘-linear map i : M + K for some reduced injective K, with cokern C E%~. i is 
Sq,-closed because, for any x E M such that ix = Sq,(y) for some y E K, the class jj E C 
is annihilated by Sq, so it must be zero by Proposition 3.1. Hence x is an image of Sq, 
in M. Similarly, if ix = Sq,(y) in K, then Proposition 3.2 implies j = 0 or Sq,Z for 
some z E K. If j = 0 then x = Sq 1 (i- ’ y). Otherwise, y = Sq,(z) + it for some t E M and 
hence x = Sq, (t). 
It is shown in [S] that, for any unstable module L, CQL z L/(SqOL) and 
C2 R2 L z L/(Sq, L, Sq, L). Hence (3) * (2) is clear. For (2) 3 (3) it is equivalent to 
show that the induced map i: CjSZj(M) -+ C’@(K) is injective. For j = 1, tis clearly 
injective, since for any class X = x + Sq, M such that ix = 0, ix = Sq, k for some k E K. 
Hence x is an image of Sq,, and so X = 0. Similarly, for j = 2, iX = 0 if and only if 
ix = Sq,(y) or Sq, (y) depending on the parity of x. By (2), x 1s either an image of Sq, 
or Sq,. 
(2) and Lemma 3.5 implies (4). Conversely, if M is nilclosed, there exists a reduced 
injective K and an d-monomorphism i : M =-+ K. Let x E M be such that x = Sq, y in 
K. Since K has property (4) by Lemma 3.5, i is clearly Sq, and Sq, closed. 0 
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4. Unstable modules of type 2 
Let V be an Fz vector space of rank n, identify H*( V; IF,) with the polynomial 
algebra P(V). For any finite linear group G < GL( V), the ring of invariants P(V)” is 
nilclosed. This is evident from the exact sequence 
o+ P(V)G+P(V)+ rJ P(V), 
where the first map is the canonical inclusion and the second takes each x E P( V) to 
ngGc (x - gx). We will show in this section that, for certain subgroups G c GL( V), 
P(V)G is of type 2. We first prove a more general statement. Let M be an unstable 
module on which a finite group G acts. For each n 2 0, the Steenrod operations on 
M induce an unstable module structure on H”(G; M). This action should not be 
confused with the unstable module structure on H*(G; Z/2). 
Lemma 4.1. If M is of type 2, then MC is of type 2 ifand only ifH ‘(G; M) is reduced. 
Proof. Consider the bar resolution of the trivial G module Z/2, 
The Steenrod operations on each cochain Homc(lFz [G] @ *, M) is by composition, 
so Hom,([F2[G] @*, M) is of the same type as M. For any f’~ ker(d,*) such that 
Sq,f= 0, j’= Sq,,g for some cochain g in Hom,([Fz[G]@*,M). However, 
SqO(d:g) = d,*(f) = 0, hence d:g = 0 and ker d; is reduced. The exact sequence 
O+ H’(G;M)+ Md:-kerd,*+ H’(G;M)-+O 
together with Corollary 2.4 implies H’(G; M) is of type 2 if and only if H ‘(G; M) is 
reduced. q 
Remark 4.2. Given an extension of finite groups, 1 + N + G + G/N + 1, then 
MC z (MN)‘IN. Furthermore, if G/N z Z/2, one has, explicitly, 
H’(Z/2; K) = 
K L/2 for i = 0, 
K”j2/(1 + e)K for i > 0, 
for any Z/2 module K. It can be easily checked that if MN z X @ X as unstable 
modules and Z/2 acts by permutation, then H ‘(Z/2, MN) z @X. Hence, if MN is of 
type 2, then @X must be reduced. Lemma 4.1 then implies that MC is of type 2. 
For any unstable module M and any positive integer n, let the symmetric group 
6, act on the n-fold tensor product M 81’ by permuting the factors. 
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Proposition 4.3. Let M be an unstable module of type 2. For any n E N, the module of 
invariants (M @ “) ‘n is of type 2. 
Proof. Let 5, be a 2-Sylow subgroup of 6,. The existence of transfer implies that 
H’(6,; MO”) is a direct summand of H’(s,,; M @‘“) an unstable module. Hence to 
show that (M @“)‘m is of type 2, it suffices to show that (M @n)5n is of type 2. Moreover 
it is well known that 5, z JJi (Z/2)?‘,, where n = C 2”d is the dyadic expansion of n and 
(Z/2)t”, = Z/2 l’..{ Z/2 = 532” is ni-fold wreath product of Z/2. Kunneth’s theorem and 
Corollary 2.5 allow us to reduce the problem further to the case G = 52”. To show 
(M @ 2”)52” is of type 2, we induct on n. For n = 1, H1(s2; M 02) 2 G(M), which is 
clearly reduced. Hence (MQ 2)52 is of type 2. Now assume (M @ 2”-‘)ez”-’ is of type 2. 
Recall that 52” is a semi-direct product s2 [x (52”- 1 x 52”- I), where s2 permutes the two 
factors. So we have the extension 
As unstable module and as 59-1 x +3-l module, M Q2” E M 02”-’ @ M@ 2”m’. Hence, 
by induction, Corollary 2.5 and Remark 4.2, (M 02”)sz” is of type 2. 0 
Corollary 4.4. Let M be an unstable module of type 2, then for any permutation group 
G c 6, of odd index, (M @ “)’ is of type 2. 0 
Remark 4.5. Let G be a finite group acting on an unstable module M of type 2. If G is 
of odd order, then MC is a direct summand of M, hence is also of type 2. This is 
because the inclusion MC -+ M has a left inverse t : M + MC, t(x) = 1 Cl- ’ CUEG gx. 
In particular, Corollary 4.4 is also true for permutation groups of odd order. 
Proposition 4.6. Let M, be the submodule of H*(Z,) z IF1 [u], generated by the mono- 
mials u2’- ‘, for i I n, then M, zs o f t ype at least 2, and at most 2(2” - 1). 
Proof. Let i : M, -+ [Fz [u]. i is Sq, closed since M, consists of all monomials uk, such 
that A(k) I n, where A(k) is the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of k. Hence 
u~~EM,, implies ukeM,. i is also Sq, closed, since Sql(uk) = (kkl)uZk-‘, which is 
non-zero if and only if k is odd. In which case 1(2k - 1) = A(k). So uk E M if and only if 
u 2k-1 EM,. We have proved that M, E %Z2. M, cannot be of type greater than 
2(2” - 1) since the element u2”+ ’ EM, is not an image of Sq’ but Sq’ u’“” = 0. 0 
Corollary 4.7. (1) F(0) is of type injinity. 
(2) If n is even, F(n) is of type at least 2 and at most 2n - 2. 
(3) If n is odd, F(n) is of type at least 2 and at most 2n. 
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that [F2 is reduced injective. To prove (2), first, consider 
F(1) as an unstable submodule of IF, [u] generated by u, hence it is precisely of type 
2 by Proposition 4.6. In general, there is an isomorphism F(n) g (F(l)@“)““. By 
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Proposition 4.3, F(n) is at least of type 2. The upper bound is obtained from the failure 
of square 1-acyclicity as follows: For n even, Sq”e, is not an image of Sq’, and 
Sq’Sq”e, = Sqn+’ e, = 0. For n odd, Sq”+’ Sq ‘e,, is not an image of Sq ‘, but 
Sq’ sq”+’ Sq ‘en = 0 by the Adem relation. Therefore F(n) is of type at most 2n if n is 
even and at most 2n + 1 if n is odd. 0 
Corollary 4.8. H*(BO(n)) and H*(BSO(2n + 1) are of type 2. 
Proof. H*(BO(n)) is the polynomial ring generated by symmetric polynomials 
with n variables, H*(BO(n)) E [F2[xI, . . ..x.,]“n. Similarly, H*(BSO(n + 1)) z 
[Fz [x1, . . . , x,] ‘n+ I, where G ,,+ 1 permutes the set {xi 11 I i I n) u {C xii. The inclu- 
sion i:6,~,G,+r induces a monomorphism i* : H*(BSO(n + 1)) 9 H*(BO(n)) 
which is split if the index [Gn+ 1 : Gn] = n + 1 is odd. 0 
Remark 4.9. i* can be described more explicitly as follows: 
H*(BO(n)) Z F2[w,,...,o,], with Sq ‘(Wi) = w1cOi + (i + 1)0i+ 1, 
H*(BSo(n + 1)) z IF,[o;,...,o,:+l], with Sq ‘(w;) = (i + l)w!+ 1, 
i*(w;) = oi + CO~Oi_ 1 for i I n and i*(oL+r) = wro,. Its left inverse 
tr(wi + 01 Oi_ I ) = CO,! for 2 I i I n and tr(w, 0,) = wL+ I is d-linear if and only if n is 
even. 
We now recall the definition of R, functor, see [S, 91. 
Definition 4.10. For any unstable module M, R, M is the submodule of lFz[u] @ M 
generated as an lF,[u]-module by elements of the form stl(x) = z?, u”’ -jSqjx for 
all x E M. 
Examples. R,(u;Z/2) z Fz[u] and R,(u;Fz[u]) 2 [F,[u,v]“‘~ E H*(B0(2)). Zarati 
showed in [ll] that if M is a nilclosed module, then R,(u; M) is also nilclosed. 
Observe that the set {u* @ st 1 x 1 x E M and 0 5 r} is a basis for R, (u; M). One can also 
show directly that each element in this basis is Sq, closed. 
Let V be a vector space with canonical basis eI, . . . . e, and let W = eoZ/2 @ V. 
Consider the representation GL( V) -, GL( W) consisting of matrices concentrated in 
the n x n lower right-hand corner. For any subgroup r c GL( V), consider the natural 
action of r on V and let VT denote their semidirect product. In particular, VI E V’is 
a maximal elementary abelian subgroup of GL(W) consisting of matrices concen- 
trated in the first row and with 1s along the diagonal. In the other extreme, VGL( V) is 
a maximal parabolic subgroup of GL( W) consisting of matrices with (1, 0, . . . , 0) in the 
first column. The following lemma is taken from [S]. 
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Lemma 4.11. Let r be a subgroup ofGL( V) considered us a subgroup ofGL( W), then 
Rl((P(V)r) E F(W)“‘. In particular, R,(P(V)) g P(W)? 0 
The action of V on P(W) = F2 [x0, . . , x,] satisfies the condition in [lo, Theorem 
3.11. As a consequence, P(W)v E lF2[x0,c( 1, . . . , M,], where Eli = Xi(Xi + ~0) = St 1 xi. 
Proposition 4.12. P(W)’ is of type 2. 
Proof. If V’ is of rank 1, then P(W)’ r H*(B0(2)) is of type 2 by Proposition 4.3. 
Let V be of rank n. Write V = V, 0 V2 = (e,, . . . . e, I ) @ (e, ). Assume P(W) K is of 
type 2, then P(W)” z (P(W)K)v2 z H0(Z/2;P(W)4) is of type 2 if and only if 
H’(Z’/2;P(W)K) is reduced (Proposition 4.1). V, fixes x,EP(W) = ff,[xO, . . ..x.] and 
Vz E Z/2 = (e,), permutes x, and x0 + x,. Thus, 
H1(Z/2;P(W)K) E (P(W)v’)v’/(l + e,)P(W)K 
E ~,CXO,~l,...,~nll(XO) 
z F,[xf, . . . . x,2] r @P(V), 
which is reduced. Hence P(W)’ is of type 2 by induction. 0 
Proposition 4.13. Let M be of type 2. Then R, M is also of type 2. 
Proof. Let C be a nilclosed module, then RI C is also nilclosed (see [Ill]). Choose 
a short exact sequence M c--f K ++ C with K reduced injective and C nilclosed. R, is 
exact and RI C is nilclosed, therefore RI M is of type 2 by Proposition 4.12. 0 
Consider GL( V) as the subgroup of GL( W) as above. Denote by D(n) the ring 
of invariants P(V) GL(V). By Lemma 4.11, R,(P(V)GL’V’) = RID(n) z P(W)VGL’Vt. 
The product VGL(V) c GL( W) is of odd index since it contains the 2-Sylow 
subgroup, namely the unipotent subgroup U(W) of GL( W). Therefore the inclusion 
VGL( V) c--f GL( W) induces a split monomorphism P( IJV)~~‘~’ - P(W) VGL(V’ = 
R, (P( V)GL(V’) with as left inverse the transfer map. Hence, we have a split monomor- 
phism D(n + 1) c) RI D(n). 
Corollary 4.14. The Dickson algebra D(n) is of type 2. 
Proof. D(1) = [Fz [x] is of type 2. D(n + 1) is a direct summand of RI D(n) which is of 
type 2 by induction and by Proposition 4.13. 0 
Remark 4.15. In fact, it is true that for any parabolic subgroup P of GL( V), the ring of 
invariants P(V)’ is of type 2. 
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5. Applications 
By a theorem of Lannes, Ext&(M, H*(BV) @ L) z Ext&(T’M, L) for any unstable 
modules L, M E 32’. This theorem is false if we replace H * (B V) by any injective module, 
even the reduced injective ones. However, if L is of type n, for some n 2 0, then we 
have a similar theorem for any unstable module M and arbitrary injective module I. 
Let R* be an injective resolution of L, for any injective module I, I @ R* is an 
injective resolution of I @ M up to the nth position, by [S, 61. More generally, we have 
the following: 
Proposition 5.1. Let L be an unstable module of type n. Then for 0 I i I n, 
Ext&(M, I @ L) z Ext&( T, M, L) for any injective module I and any module M. 0 
The classification of unstable modules into modules of type n also useful in the 
calculation of ExteIN;e(L, M), where L = @F(i). This Ext group is closely related to 
the Mac Lane cohomology, i.e. &,&$(I, M), see [3]. We intend to pursue this problem 
in our future work. 
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